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To check the grammar

Grammar can be a tough nut to crack, and there are times when a few mistakes here and there can determine whether or not you get a job or an A on your paper. Grammarly is a web app that scrutinizes your sentence structure to find errors and help you correct them. It'll check any text for free and let you know what the errors are, but
you'll need an account to get the specifics. Those accounts don't come cheap, starting at $30 per month (with much steeper discounts if you pay by the year). Nevertheless, you can try it out for seven days. If you feel it's worth the money you can continue, but if you just have a resume and cover letter to check you can do that much for
free. In my tests, Grammarly does a pretty good job of pointing out potential issues. It errs on the aggressive side—so much so that it thought part of this post was plagiarized—but you can always ignore its suggestions if you don't agree.Grammarly There's an old saying in robotics: Anything a human being learns to do after age 5 is easy
to teach a machine. Everything we learn before 5, not so easy. That unwritten law of machine learning might explain why there are computers that can beat the world's best chess and Go masters, but we've yet to build a robot that can walk like a human. (Don't try to tell me that ASIMO walks like a human.)This might also explain why the
spellchecker on your computer works so brilliantly, but the grammar checker doesn't. We learn how to spell only when we're old enough to go to school, but the basics of language development can start as early as in the womb.Inference and ContextSpelling is a finite task with discrete right or wrong answers. English grammar, on the
other hand, contains a near infinite number of possibilities, and whether something is grammatically correct or incorrect can largely depend on subtle clues like context and inference.That's why certain English sentences are such a pain in the neck for automated grammar checkers. Les Perelman, a retired MIT professor and former
associate dean of undergraduate education who ran the university's writing program, gave me this one: "The car was parked by John."My admittedly dated version of Microsoft Word (Word for Mac 2011) is programmed to recognize and correct passive voice, a no-no in most grammar circles. When I type this sentence into Word, the
program dutifully underlines it in green and suggests: "John parked the car." That would be fine if John had parked the car, but what if I meant that the car was physically parked near John?Simple mistake, you might say, but look what happens when I change the sentence to "The car was parked by the curb." Word underlines it and
suggests: "The curb parked the car." That's downright goofy, even for a computer."So much of English grammar involves inference and something called mutual contextual beliefs," says Perelman. "When I make a statement, I believe that you know what I know about this. Machines aren't that smart. You can train the machine for a specific
situation, but when you talk about transactions in human language, there's actually a huge number of inferences like that going on all the time."Perelman has a beef with grammar checkers, which he claims simply do not work. Citing previous research, he found that grammar checkers only correctly identified errors in student papers 50
percent of the time. And even worse, they often flagged perfectly good prose as a mistake, known as a false positive.In one exercise, Perelman plugged 5,000 words of a famous Noam Chomsky essay into the e-rater scoring engine by ETS, the company that produces (and grades) the GRE and TOEFL exams. The grammar checker
found 62 errors — including 14 instances of a sentence starting with a coordinating conjunction ("and," "but," "or") and nine missing commas — all but one of which Perelman classified as "perfectly grammatical prose."A Little HistoryThe first automated spell checker shipped with an early version of WordPerfect in 1983, and the first
computerized grammar checkers soon followed in both WordPerfect and Microsoft Word.Mar Ginés Marín is a principal program manager at Microsoft who's been tinkering with the Office grammar editor for the past 17 years. She says that in the early days, the best Word could do was parse a sentence into its component parts of speech
and identify simple grammar errors like noun-verb agreement. Then engineers figured out how to parse a sentence into smaller "chunks" of two or three words to target things like "a/an" agreement. This is called natural language processing or NLP.The next step was to introduce machine learning. Susan Hendrich is a group program
manager at Microsoft in charge of the natural language processing teams working on Office. With machine learning, Microsoft engineers could go beyond programming each and every grammar rule into the software. Instead, they train the machine on a huge dataset of correct English usage and let the machine learn from the patterns it
discovers.Hendrich says that algorithms developed by Microsoft through machine learning are what drive Word's decisions about whether or not a sentence needs a question mark, or what types of clauses require a comma (pretty tricky stuff, even for us human writers).But did it work? Daniel Kies, an English professor at the College of Du
Page, in Glen Ellyn, Illinois, once conducted a head-to-head test of various grammar checkers ranging from WordPerfect 8, released in the late 1990s, up to Word 2007. When checked against 20 sentences containing the most common writing errors, all the grammar checkers performed fairly miserably. No version of Word after 2000
caught any of the mistakes (oddly, Word 97 scored better) and WordPerfect only identified 40 percent of the errors.While those numbers don't represent the latest versions of grammar checkers, they do point to one of the biggest challenges in creating a powerful and precise grammar engine that's built into a piece of software —
space."We can make these big beautiful models that have a high precision accuracy, but they're too big to ship in the box with the product," says Hendrich at Microsoft. "So we have to slim our model down, and as we slim our model down we lose precision accuracy. So we have this balance point that we're willing to ship with."Ginés Marín
defends Word's precision but admits that space constraints affected the level of "coverage" that Microsoft's grammar checker provided. When the model was slimmed down to fit into the software, it also needed to be dialed back in breadth so that it didn't flag lots of good text as mistakes.The Golden SquiggleWhat's changed since the
days of Word 2007 is the rise of Web-based software applications. Now engineers don't have to cram a large grammar engine into a package small enough to live on the user's hard drive. The grammar algorithms can live in the cloud and be accessed over the internet in real time.Hendrich says that the web-based versions of Office
already rely on robust grammar engines that are hosted in the cloud, and her team is currently in the process of moving all the old built-in critiques and grammar models to the cloud, too. The challenge going forward, says Hendrich, is to decide how much functionality to keep "in the box" and how much to deliver "through the service," as
Hendrich calls Microsoft's cloud-based, software-as-a-service model.The issue is cost. Every time Word calls up to the cloud for grammar advice, it costs a few fractions of a penny."If you're writing a 10-page document, do you call up to the service on every keystroke?" Hendrich asks. "When you start looking at the cost models, it can be
quite large."The latest version of Microsoft's grammar editor is far more robust than its predecessors. Errors come with multiple correction suggestions plus explanations for the grammar rules behind them. There's a built-in read-aloud function that's particularly helpful for people with dyslexia and for non-native speakers. And there's a new
type of suggestion that Hendrich calls the "golden squiggle" that addresses writing style more than basic grammar.If you write that the committee is looking for a new "chairman," for example, the golden squiggle will suggest that you use a gender-neutral term like "chairperson." If you're writing a memo to your boss that requires a certain
degree of formality, the gold squiggle will flag words that seem too casual like "comfy."One question that's important to ask is whether grammar checkers really need to be perfect. If Word suggests that the sentence should read "The curb parked the car," you can just ignore it. No big deal, right?For native English speakers, a not-so-
perfect grammar checker is a mild irritation. Even if you're not a grammar whiz, you can hear it when something sounds wrong. The real problem, says former MIT writing professor Perelman, occurs when English language learners rely on these tools to correct their writing."It really depends who the user is," says Perelman. "If the user is a
native speaker, false positives aren't as dangerous as they are to a non-native speaker."If Word tells an English language learner that "the curb parked the car," not only will their writing not make any sense, but they'll be learning bad grammar. Now that English has become the lingua franca of science and technology, Perelman says,
businesses around the world are desperate for a truly reliable and accurate English grammar checker. That's why you see the rise of third-party, web-based grammar tools like Grammarly and Ginger, all trying to meet this international demand.The good news is that the latest version of Word (2016) passes the "curb" test. Grammarly,
however, flagged it as passive voice. Checking accounts come in a variety of flavors. Some are plain vanilla and others tutti-frutti, or bare-bones versus fully loaded. Regardless of which metaphor you choose, the plethora of choices can be confusing and costly. There is no point in paying for what you don’t want or need; and few things
can be more expensive than not having the features that match your needs.Find out now: Which checking account is best for me? Savings versus CheckingThere are two basic types of bank accounts: One for making money and one for spending money. Savings accounts are technically for making money, because they are traditionally
interest bearing accounts, which means the bank pays you for keeping your money there. Granted, they don’t pay much, and there are far better ways to save money and have it grow, but that’s a different article.Checking accounts, on the other hand, are basically for spending money using a debit card, wire transfer, bank transfer (from
your bank to the company you are paying), and paper checks that you write out by hand or print on a printer.At their core, they all function the same way: Money goes in and money goes out to pay businesses. So then what’s all the fuss? There are different configurations to this basic set-up that include fees, limits, who can use them, and
that can get confusing. Basic CheckingThis is the simplest of the checking accounts to understand, because it doesn’t do much more than hold your money until you spend it by writing a check or using a debit card. They sometimes have limits on the number of checks you can write a month, and often have a monthly maintenance fee
associated with them.Free CheckingIf you’ve ever heard the expression that “nothing is free,” than you already know that this most popular type of checking account is not really free. There are no charges for maintaining the account, as long as you stay above an average monthly balance that can range from $100 to several thousand
dollars, depending on the bank. The cost in free checking accounts is the money the bank earns by investing your average balance and not sharing the interest with you.SmartAsset’s banking experts spent hours analyzing some of the top free checking accounts on the market. Based on this research, we’ve compiled the best free
checking accounts for 2018.Interest Bearing AccountsThese accounts are often a sort of hybrid in that there is no monthly fee as long as you maintain an average minimum balance. Like with free checking accounts, the bank will then invest your money, and in this case, share some of that interest with you. The catch here is that the
required balances are usually too high to make it worth the effort. Joint AccountThese are accounts that have two or more owners. Typically, married couples would have joint accounts, where both spouses have equal access to and responsibility for the account. Whether or not you want to utilize a joint account depends on your
relationship and financial goals. These accounts work best when there is open communication between the account holders so the risk of overdrafts is reduced.ExpressThese accounts can be great for people who have their paychecks directly deposited and seldom venture inside the bank and deal with a teller. The reason is simple:
electronic transactions are free but there is a charge for transactions that involve face to face interaction with a teller.Senior/Junior/StudentThey are available under a variety of names and their availability is age dependent, usually under 21 (and a full-time student) or over 55, with retirement as a requirement in some cases. The fees and
balance minimums are generally lower on these accounts which can have other limits on their use to keep the bank’s costs down.Money MarketLike a cross between a savings account and checking account, these will pay interest on balances over a certain amount and charge fees if the balance is below that amount. The differences are
in the rate of interest, usually higher, and the required balance minimums, usually higher. These accounts may also have limits on the number of checks that can be drawn against them each month, usually 3-5.Which Account is the Right Account?When choosing the right checking account for you, carefully consider your habits, ability to
maintain balances and live within the restrictions of that account. Other factors to consider: Are there fees for paper statements versus digital statements? What about ATM fees? Which ATM networks does the bank belong to?Finally, remember that the descriptions here are general guidelines and different banks may use these terms with
different rules, so always be sure to ask each bank you are considering for the terms and conditions for their accounts.Photo Credit: flickrPage 2Do you know enough about financial management to take care of all of your investing on your own? Or do you need help from a seasoned expert?That question comes up for millions of
Americans each year.If any of these describe you, you could benefit from professional financial advice:1. You’re retiring soon – Maximizing retirement income requires smart decisions around complex topics such as Social Security, 401(k) and IRA withdrawals.2. You manage your own investments – Individual investors should check their
strategies with unbiased third parties. You may be overlooking opportunities in your portfolio.3. You have children – Whether you’re saving for college or planning their inheritance, there are several ways to ensure your children are taken care of.4. You inherited money – Have you noticed lottery winners often declare bankruptcy? It can be
difficult to manage sudden increases in wealth.5. You have a financial advisor – Depending on how you chose your advisor, there may be a better one for you. Family referrals are convenient but don’t always produce results.6. You’re divorcing – Untangling finances in a divorce can be messy. Impartial advice is key.7. You want to build
wealth – If you’re still decades from retirement, good decisions today can add thousands to your retirement accounts. See Your 3 Financial Advisor MatchesFinding the right financial advisor that fits your needs doesn’t have to be hard. SmartAsset’s free tool matches you with top fiduciary financial advisors in your area in 5 minutes. Each
advisor has been vetted by SmartAsset and is legally bound to act in your best interests. If you’re ready to be matched with local advisors that will help you achieve your financial goals, get started now.
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